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Abstract
In the field of autonomous driving, traffic-light-controlled intersections are of spe-

cial interest. We analyze how much an optimized coordination of vehicles and

infrastructure can contribute to efficient transit through these bottlenecks, depend-

ing on traffic density and certain regulations of traffic lights. To this end, we develop

a mixed-integer linear programming model to describe the interaction between traf-

fic lights and discretized traffic flow. It is based on a microscopic traffic model with

centrally controlled autonomous vehicles. We aim to determine a globally optimal

traffic flow for given scenarios on a simple, but extensible, urban road network.

The resulting models are very challenging to solve, in particular when involving

additional realistic traffic-light regulations such as minimum red and green times.

While solving times exceed real-time requirements, our model allows an estimation

of the maximum performance gains due to improved communication and serves as

a benchmark for heuristic and decentralized approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Assisted and autonomous driving is a growing field of interest and has been gaining importance in research and public aware-

ness. Many car manufacturers, research institutes, and related industries have been researching along these lines, cf. [10, 27,

33, 34, 40], and been making efforts to develop and evaluate the impact of systems in such contexts. Autonomous driving,

which is the ultimate consequence of assisted driving and can—according to the German Association of Automotive Indus-
try (VDA)—be classified into five levels, considers the movement of the individual car in the first place. Simply put, an

autonomously driving car is mainly concerned with moving to its destination in an accident-free and regulation-compliant

manner. Qualifying quantities such as traffic flow are of minor interest and therefore barely or not at all considered in cur-

rent implementations. Le Vine et al. [21] suggest that traffic flow could even get worse when autonomously driving cars are

introduced.

On the other hand, there are cooperative systems. They are in general independent from assisted or even autonomous

driving and aim to generate benefit for the involved cars, or infrastructural devices, by exchanging information. A very

simple example for a cooperative system following this definition are turn signals. The growing field of technology and
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devices for wireless communication promises to facilitate the process of exchanging information between traffic partici-

pants. Among other technologies, wireless LAN, which in the automotive context is often referred to as vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-X (V2X), is of current interest. It offers sufficiently wide ranges, short delays, and direct commu-

nication between agents, cf. [2]. With the technological advances in autonomous mobility, the coordination of vehicular

traffic offers new possibilities for increasing traffic efficiency—especially at urban intersections which represent intrinsic

bottlenecks for the movement of cars. Our goal is to quantify this anticipated potential to reduce waiting time, energy con-

sumption, and CO2-emissions and to analyze a variety of scenarios, including different traffic densities and traffic-light

regulations.

1.1 Related work
There is a huge number of contributions on the coordination of connected and automated vehicles at intersections, see [4, 13,

18, 24, 32] for survey papers. Most contributions propose heuristic rules to determine the order in which vehicles may cross

the intersection. For example, the works of Dresner and Stone [5] propose a reservation scheme with a central control unit.

Vehicles are treated as driver agents and send requests of timeslots to cross the intersection which are then either accepted

or rejected by the central control unit based on certain rules. Ahn and Del Vecchio [1] propose a supervisory algorithm for

intersections with multiple lanes from each direction and many conflict zones, but only consider a single vehicle per lane.

They model the safety verification problem as a job-shop scheduling problem, which is then approximated via mixed-integer

linear programming (MILP) models. In [14, 15], Hult et al. [26, 42] propose a decentralized optimal control framework which

minimizes energy consumption subject to maximizing the throughput using a first-in-first-out heuristic to decide on the order in

which the vehicles cross the intersection. The authors in [12] construct a discrete-time discrete-space model which can be divided

into cells and provide graph-based algorithms to minimize the total completion time. A number of references using approaches

based on optimization and optimal control can be found in [32]. For example, in [22], the authors formulate a nonlinear constraint

optimization problem, which tries to find optimal vehicle trajectories by minimizing the overlap of vehicle positions inside the

intersection area. The solution is then used by a controller to construct passing sequences. Still, the models are often too complex

to calculate a global system optimum, and hence fall back to approximation heuristics. Considerable reductions not only in travel

time and delays, but also in fuel consumption are possible for centrally controlled traffic at intersections or highway on-ramps

(see e.g., [32, tab. I]). Still, the reported methods were mostly heuristic-based and the overview table from this survey lists no

publications from the category “Optimization and Control” that explicitly provide such figures. Developing policies that use

few computational resources and can directly be realized with current technology has been the predominant motivation so far.

However, the derivation of bounds on what could possibly be achieved with optimum communication has been widely neglected

in comparison and only few works aim for provable global optimality. An example is [41]. The authors consider intersection

control for platoons of automated and conventional cars approaching an intersection. Their approach is not MILP-based, but

uses a branch-and-bound algorithm with custom bounding techniques in order to cut the number of possible passing sequences

that have to be considered.

Our work provides some analysis on which improvements one can expect from the viewpoint of global optimality that

can then serve as a comparison tool for other approaches such as heuristic-based methods. Furthermore, while most of

the recent work omits traffic-light regulations and focuses on the collision-free traversal of the vehicles, we include these

into our considerations. Due to a considerable amount of technology for the exchange of information and other purposes,

traffic-light controlled intersections provide an extendable infrastructure and are therefore a reasonable setting for exem-

plary study. Only few studies address the simultaneous optimization of traffic-light signals and vehicle operations (see e.g.,

[13, tab. II]). One such method mentioned in this survey is, for example, [25]. In order to solve the problem, they enu-

merate feasible signal timing plans and determine for each the optimal vehicle trajectories. But this is done on a simple

network with two single-lanes and no turning movements. Additionally, while some studies report numbers on possible reduc-

tions in travel time or fuel consumption, the explicit effect of traffic lights on those is far from explored. Our model can

describe different traffic-light scenarios, thus giving insight into the influence of certain traffic-light regulations on the resulting

traffic.

1.2 Goals and organization of the paper
We study traffic at traffic-light controlled intersections by regarding each car individually, and by centrally optimizing traffic

flow to global optimality. To this end, we develop a MILP with variables for states of both the cars and the traffic lights on a fixed

time horizon. The model has been introduced in the dissertation of Sorgatz [35], on which this work in part is based. We extended

it in several aspects, for example, by incorporating right and left turns. In contrast to other publications, our model allows for

an easy consideration of different traffic-light regulations and we obtain globally optimal solutions for a centrally coordinated
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traffic flow. While the resulting MILPs turn out to be too hard to solve for real-time requirements, the offline-calculated solutions

can serve as a benchmark for evaluating other approaches, for example, heuristic solution methods, for improving traffic flow

at intersections. Also model-predictive control algorithms [31] in general and for mixed-logic systems in particular [9] can

be benchmarked against these bounds, as we shall already do here. Last but not least, the global results can be used for a

sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of different influencing factors (such as traffic-light legislation) on the potential for

improving traffic efficiency. Due to the focus of this paper in providing valid bounds, our model idealizes several aspects, which

includes assuming no communication delays and perfect information—thus leaving aside for example, low-level spacing and gap

control.

The paper is organized as follows. We describe the model in Section 2. In Section 3 we specify the numerical experiments.

We give numerical results and compare different scenarios in terms of runtime and the achieved objective value in Section 4.

Additionally, the resulting traffic flow is evaluated with respect to the performance indicators time, energy, and emissions with

the aid of microscopic traffic simulations. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 SIMPLE MOVEMENT MODEL AND GLOBAL-MILP

In this section, we develop a MILP which describes the traffic flow of all cars on a simple urban road network on a fixed time

interval  ∶= [0, tf ]. In addition to the behavior of all cars at any time step, we also optimize the signal states of the traffic

lights in the network.

The basic structure of our scenario is as follows: two straight roads intersect in a single intersection. Each road consists of

two lanes running in opposite directions. In each lane, a traffic light tl from the set of traffic lights TL regulates traffic flow from

that lane into the intersection. For simplicity, we keep to this simple example to introduce the model. Note, however, that the

model can be straightforwardly extended to represent networks with multiple intersections, more than two intersecting roads

and multiple lanes.

As we want to determine the optimal movement of the cars along the road offline, only the time each car enters the network,

called arrival time tinit,c ∈  , and its velocity vinit,c > 0 at this time are fixed. All cars enter the network on a particular lane at

the same position, which is simply labeled 0.

To obtain a microscopic traffic model, we need model components for

• the longitudinal movement of each car,

• the logic of traffic lights,

• traffic-light regulations, such as minimum lengths of red and green phases,

• collision prevention on intersections,

• collision prevention on lanes, before and after possible turning maneuvers,

• a meaningful objective function.

In the following, we will discuss them one by one.

2.1 Car motion model
For the purposes of the model, a car c in the set of all cars C is a moving occupant of a stretch of road. At any given time, it moves

on a road using a specific lane. A lane may be used by multiple cars. Two cars using the same lane may not simultaneously

occupy the same space within that lane. We refer to our efforts to prevent this as collision prevention. Note that we only consider

longitudinal movement, which means that overtaking maneuvers are forbidden.

The movement of any given car is governed by the following laws of motion. As friction is negligible in an urban setting,

we focus on linear constraints which means a trade-off between realism and low runtimes.

ṡ(t) = v(t) ∀t ∈  ,

v̇(t) = a(t) ∀t ∈  ,

ȧ(t) = j(t) ∀t ∈  ,

s(tinit,c) = 0,

v(tinit,c) = vinit,c, (1)

v(t) ∈
[
v, v

]
∀t ∈  ,

a(t) ∈
[
a, a

]
∀t ∈  ,

j(t) ∈
[
j, j
]

∀t ∈  .
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In the ODE-system (1), s(t) is the traveled distance of the car, measured by the position of the car’s front on the lane at time t.
Its velocity is encoded in v(t), a(t) is its acceleration, and j(t) its jerk. The bounds 0 ≤ v < v, a < 0 < a, and j < 0 < j
are due to physical and comfort restrictions and set for each car individually. The linear ODE-system is discretized using an

equidistant discretization of  . Let T ∶= {0, … ,N} and Tc ∶= {tinit,c, … ,N}. The explicit Euler method on T and Tc with

step length 𝑑t ∶= T∕N is an appropriate choice for the rather simple motion model. This yields the following system of

equations:

sc,t+1 = sc,t + vc,t ⋅ 𝑑t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc∖{N}, (2)

vc,t+1 = vc,t + ac,t ⋅ 𝑑t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc∖{N}, (3)

stinit,c = 0 ∀c ∈ C, (4)

vtinit,c = vinit,c ∀c ∈ C, (5)

vc ≤ vc,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, (6)

vc,t ≤ vc ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, (7)

ac ≤ ac,t ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, (8)

ac,t ≤ ac ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, (9)

as well as the inequalities:

jc ≤
1

𝑑t
⋅
(
ac,t+1 − ac,t

)
≤ jc ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc∖{N}. (10)

For simplicity, we demand tinit,c ∈ T .

2.2 Traffic lights
As our main goal is to model traffic at urban intersections, traffic lights play a very important role since they manage collision

prevention between cars driving on different lanes.

In principle, traffic lights are designed for human drivers and not strictly required in fully autonomous traffic, as is for

example, remarked in [5]. However, while our model assumes centrally controlled vehicles, we want to allow benchmarking

of methods designed for mixed-traffic scenarios, that is, with autonomous and human drivers. See [3] for first studies in this

direction. Furthermore, we are able to distinguish performance gains due to increased communication from gains that are due

to relaxing traffic-light regulations, which may be imposed by law. Please note that while physical traffic lights are superfluous

for autonomous cars, right of ways still has to be modeled for intersections. Our model presented in the following would be

the same if there were no physical traffic lights, except for the constraints implementing minimum red and green phases in

Section 2.2.2.

In this section, we introduce traffic light triggers to model the regulatory effect of traffic lights. A basic insight is that an

interaction between traffic lights and cars always yields constraints that are only relevant for cars that enter specific sections of

the road. For instance, an intersection between two lanes is essentially a small section on either lane that cannot be driven on

freely. We will refer to such a section as an intersection area.

2.2.1 Right of way

For each traffic light tl of the of the intersection and for each time step t ∈ T , we introduce a state variable 𝜒tl,t. We can interpret

a traffic light tl having a green light at time step t if the corresponding variable 𝜒tl,t equals 1. If 𝜒tl,t = 0 holds, the traffic light is

set to red. We now consider a single intersection with its set of traffic lights TL, where usually |TL| = 4. For this set, we define

a decomposition into subsets

TL=
K⋃

k=1

TLk,

where K ∈ N and the sets TLk contain conflicting traffic lights. Conflicting means that only a single traffic light tl ∈ TLk is

allowed to be set to green in each time step. This is enforced by the constraint:∑
tl∈TLk

𝜒tl,t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ {1, … ,K}. (11)

In particular, if the network consists of a single intersection and all traffic lights are conflicting, it holds that K = 1. Theoretically,

it is also possible to declare traffic lights belonging to different intersections as conflicting.
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2.2.2 Limiting the green and red phase

For some of our later considerations, we want to impose limits on the duration of the green and red phase. These are the time

frames during which cars may or may not enter the intersection. To avoid traffic lights switching rapidly between red and green,

we demand that the traffic light has to stay green for some period of time after switching from red to green and similarly has

to stay red for a given minimum amount of time before it can switch to green again. The same problem appears in the unit

commitment context where electrical generators for energy production are coordinated [37]. The generators need to stay active

(inactive) for some duration when turned on (off). This problem is often referred to as minimum up/down time in the literature.

We use an extended formulation which originated from Rajan and Takriti [30], based on a complete linear description of the

so-called min-up/min-down polytope by Lee et al. [23].

The description of the problem is given by the following turn on/off inequalities:

𝜒tl,t = 𝜒tl,t−1 + ytl,t − ytl,t ∀tl ∈ TL, t ∈ {1, … ,N}, (12)

t∑
i=t−L+1

ytl,i ≤ 𝜒tl,t ∀tl ∈ TL, t ∈ {L, … ,N}, (13)

t∑
i=t−l+1

ytl,i ≤ 1 − 𝜒tl,t ∀tl ∈ TL, t ∈ {l, … ,N}. (14)

As stated before, the binary variable 𝜒tl,t describes the state of the traffic light tl at time step t and is 1 for green and 0 for red.

Newly added binary variables ytl,t and ytl,t model the switching from red to green and green to red, respectively. The second

inequality implies that there will be at most one switch from red to green in the last L time steps if 𝜒tl,t = 1 and zero switches

from red to green if 𝜒tl,t = 0. This guarantees a green phase of length at least L. Similarly, the third inequality gives us a red

phase of length at least l. Note that (12)–(14) represent a significant improvement over the formulation in [35] with respect to

computational efficiency.

2.2.3 Traffic light triggers

In order to enable and disable constraints based on the location of the car, we use big-M formulations. Therefore, let s and s be

lower and upper bounds for the distance variables sc,t of car c. Furthermore, we consider a traffic light trigger with associated

intersection area
[
sstart, send

]
with s ≤ sstart < send ≤ s. As we only regard a single car for our considerations in this subsection,

we omit the indices for its individual variables. We do the same for indices of a single traffic light and the time interval.

We use an “enter-leave formulation,” where we introduce two binary indicator variables 𝜒 in
t and 𝜒out

t for each combination

of car and traffic light. We want to ensure the relations(
𝜒 in

t = 0
)

⇒
(
st ≤ sstart

)
(car has not entered intersection area), (15)(

𝜒out
t = 0

)
⇒

(
st ≥ send

)
(car has already left intersection area). (16)

They can be implemented by the big-M constraints(
sstart − s

)
⋅ 𝜒 in

t + st ≤ sstart ∀t ∈ T , (17)(
send − s

)
⋅ 𝜒out

t + st ≥ send ∀t ∈ T , (18)

where (sstart − s) and (send − s) represent feasible values for big-M, respectively, such that no restriction is imposed if the

enter-leave variables are set to 1.

It follows that

st ∈
(
sstart, send

)
⇒

(
𝜒 in

t = 1 ∧ 𝜒out
t = 1

)
,

that is, both 𝜒 in
t and 𝜒out

t are equal to 1 if the car is inside the intersection area (but not necessarily vice versa). This case is only

allowed if the traffic light for the corresponding lane and intersection shows green, which can be guaranteed by the constraint

𝜒 in
t + 𝜒out

t − 𝜒t ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T . (19)

When st ∉
(
sstart, send

)
, it is ensured that either 𝜒 in

t or 𝜒out
t can always be assigned the value 0. Since additional constraints

can only deteriorate the optimal objective function value, this leads to the trigger variables acting as a proper indicator variables

for the position of the car in most situations, that is, the reverse implications in (15) and (16) are likely to also hold.

Finally, we can strengthen the linear relaxation by adding constraints

𝜒 in
t + 𝜒out

t ≥ 1 ∀t ∈ T . (20)
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FIGURE 1 Three cars c, 𝑑, e driving on a lane in the network with red intersection area. We have (𝜒 in
t , 𝜒out

t ) = (0, 1) for car c, (𝜒 in
t , 𝜒out

t ) = (1, 1) for car d
and (𝜒 in

t , 𝜒out
t ) = (1, 0) for car e

Traffic light trigger variables 𝜒t can be shared among all cars driving towards the same traffic light. Only the binary

variables 𝜒 in
t and 𝜒out

t have to exist for every pair of car and traffic light. Figure 1 shows the three main configura-

tions of trigger variables for three different car positions. Also the intersection area for the lane the cars are driving on is

visualized.

2.3 Collision prevention on lanes
An essential part of modeling traffic at intersections is preventing collisions between cars. There are two types of pos-

sible collision situations we have to address in our modeling: first, we have to make sure that vehicles driving on the

same lane do not collide, and second, we have to prevent collisions inside the intersection area, where vehicles from

different lanes have to interact with each other. The second type is handled by traffic lights as has been described in

Section 2.2. In order to prevent collisions of cars on the same lane we have to make sure that all cars keep a safety dis-

tance to their predecessors. Due to possible turning we need to distinguish between two cases: before and after crossing the

intersection.

We regard the set of relevant predecessors of a car c driving on the same lane and introduce it as Cpred
c . The idea is to

introduce constraints of the form

sc′,t − sc,t ≥ lc′ + gc ∀c ∈ C, c′ ∈ Cpred
c , t ∈ Tc, (21)

where lc′ denotes the length of car c′ and gc is the safety gap maintained by c to cars driving in front of c in the same

lane. As we are considering networks with single lanes without overtaking maneuvers, each car has only one other car to

watch out for, namely its direct predecessor. However, constraint (21) is only valid if both c and c′ have the same des-

tination. Otherwise the successor–predecessor relation will change after turning and we need variations of (21) that are

disabled after one car has crossed the intersection. Also, we do not know the new predecessor of c after the intersection

and hence will add binary variables that encode the crossing order of cars that drive on the same lane after crossing the

intersection. For gc we use a relatively small constant safety gap in this work since collision avoidance will be ensured

by the central controller. For simulating human traffic, a non-constant safety gap is often chosen, motivated by the time

to collision and depending on, for example, the velocities of c and c′, typical reaction times and typical decelerations that

drivers are willing to use (see, e.g., [20, Chapter 4]). Such would also be possible in our model, by replacing gc by a

velocity-dependent term.

2.3.1 Collision prevention before crossing the intersection

If the car has not yet crossed the intersection, we can identify a unique direct predecessor pred(c) of each car c ∈ C. Note, that

the set of all cars C can be partitioned into the set Cstr of cars going straight and the set Cturn of turning cars. We introduce

constraints of one of the following forms depending on the turning behavior of the vehicles c and pred(c):

• If both c and pred(c) have the same destination, we can use (21) with c′ = pred(c).
• If c and pred(c) have different destinations, we use big-M constraints

spred(c),t − sc,t +
(
1 − 𝜒out

pred(c),t
)
⋅ M ≥ lpred(c) + gc ∀t ∈ Tc. (22)

Due to (16), the leave-trigger variable 𝜒out
pred(c),t takes the value of 1 if pred(c) has not fully crossed the intersection at time

point t (i.e., if spred(c),t < Sen𝑑), hence enforcing the required safety distance. Furthermore, it can always be set to 0 for

spred(c),t ≥ Sen𝑑 and hence the big-M term guarantees that the inequalities can always be satisfied if the car has already
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crossed the intersection for sufficiently large M (one may use the longest possible covered distance until timepoint t, i.e.,

the length of the path which arises if the car would have driven with maximum velocity until timepoint t).

2.3.2 Turning and collision prevention after crossing the intersection

In the case that cars have crossed the intersection the difficulty arises that the successor–predecessor relation changes and the

order in which the cars cross the intersection is not known beforehand. Predecessors can come from different lanes when turning

is involved.

To model the turning behavior we introduce new binary variables Oc,c′ for each pair of cars (c, c′) that drive on different

lanes before but on the same lane right after crossing the intersection. It encodes the crossing order as follows:

Oc,c′ =

{
0, if c crosses before c′

1, if c crosses after c′.
(23)

Consequently, the variables Oc,c′ and Oc′,c have to satisfy

Oc,c′ + Oc′,c = 1. (24)

With this we can now formulate the collision prevention constraints after crossing the intersection for cars c, c′ as above:

sc,t − sc′,t + (1 − 𝜒 in
c,t + Oc,c′ ) ⋅ M ≥ lc + gc′ + 𝛿 ∀t ∈ Tc ∩ Tc′ , (25)

sc′,t − sc,t + (1 − 𝜒 in
c′,t + Oc′,c) ⋅ M ≥ lc′ + gc + 𝛿 ∀t ∈ Tc ∩ Tc′ . (26)

Equation (25) models the case where car c crosses before c′, in which case c′ is required to respect the safety distance requirement

if c already entered the intersection area (𝜒 in
c,t = 1, see (16)). Otherwise it can be easily satisfied thanks to big-M. Similarly,

(26) is activated only if c′ crosses before c and has already entered the intersection area. The adjustment parameter 𝛿 is added

to project the distances of the vehicles onto the new destination lane after crossing the intersection. It depends on the length of

their turning trajectories and the width of the intersection area.

Finally, the following constraints maintain the predecessor–successor relation between vehicles starting from the same lane

and going to the same destination even after turning:

sPRE(c),t − sc,t ≥ lPRE(c) + gc ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ Tc, (27)

where PRE(c) is the predecessor with the same destination as car c. An example is shown in Figure 2. Here, vehicle c1 turns left,

c2 goes straight and c3 turns left, so PRE(c3) = c1. Note, that constraints (21) for the case that car c and its direct predecessor

pred(c) have the same destination are included in (27) with PRE(c) = pred(c). Furthermore, Figure 2 demonstrates how to

choose the adjustment parameter 𝛿 for vehicles turning left.

2.4 Objective function
As we are looking for an optimal traffic flow of multiple cars on a fixed time horizon, we have to decide on a suitable objective

function for this purpose. Optimal traffic flow could mean that one wants to reduce the overall traveling time of all cars for

reaching their destination. As the time horizon is fixed, minimizing traveling time for a certain route is similar to maximizing

the covered distance in the end of the horizon in our scenario. Therefore, we maximize the sum of the driven distances of all

cars at the last time step N:

max
∑
c∈C

sc,N . (28)

In fact, we can show—under relatively mild assumptions which hold for our instances—that maximizing the total covered

distance leads to a minimization of travel time, and with that automatically also a minimization of waiting time:

Lemma 1. Let s∗ ∈ RC,N be an optimal trajectory maximizing objective function (28) on a finite horizon and let v > 0

be the maximum allowed velocity for all vehicles c ∈ C. Let sI > 0 be any distance that allows every vehicle to cross the
intersection and reach maximum velocity at sI . Let t∗ ∈ RC be the vector of times it takes for each vehicle to reach sI
according to s∗.

Then t∗ is minimal among all feasible trajectories, that is, any optimal solution with respect to total driven distance also
optimizes travel time.
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FIGURE 2 Visualization of the concept of the predecessor with the same destination and choosing the adjustment parameter

Proof. Let f ∗ = f ∗I + f ∗R be the objective value of solution s∗, where f ∗I = |C| ⋅ sI denotes the total distance to reach sI
and f ∗R denotes the total distance until time N, that is, the total distance driven after passing sI till the end of the considered

time horizon. Clearly, f ∗R is achieved when all vehicles have reached maximum velocity v at position sI (which is always

possible due to the choice of sI) and continue to drive at maximum velocity till the end. Now assume there exists t̃ ∈ RC

with ∑
c∈C

t̃c <
∑
c∈C

t∗c .

Therefore, the total time remaining until N is∑
c∈C

(N − t̃c) >
∑
c∈C

(N − t∗c ).

By extrapolating the trajectory belonging to t̃ until time N with all vehicles continuing to drive with maximum velocity,

we obtain a feasible solution s̃ with

f̃ = f̃ I + f̃ R = f ∗I + f̃ R = f ∗I + v
∑
c∈C

(N − t̃c) > f ∗I + v
∑
c∈C

(N − t∗c )

= f ∗I + f ∗R = f ∗,

contrary to f ∗ being optimal. ▪

Thinking about economical issues one could also try to minimize the overall emissions. As the presented model does not

include exhaust rates or something similar, we can approximate this with the car’s squared acceleration:

min
∑
c∈C,
t∈T

a2
c,t. (29)

Note that this objective is nonlinear while the rest of the model is an MILP so far.

Our primary goal is to optimize the traffic flow. Only looking at objective (28), though, we observe that some vehicles do

drive quite emission inefficiently in front of the intersection in cases in which it is foreseeable that they cannot make it across

the intersection during the next green phase. For instance, the objective value would not change if a vehicle slowly approaches

the intersection with a constant speed or performs several starts and stops as long as it reaches and crosses the intersection at the

same time, but the emission values would be a lot higher in the latter case. It is therefore necessary to consider both, optimizing

traffic flow and reducing emissions. The standard approach would be to unify the two objectives into a single multiobjective

function of the form

max w1

∑
c∈C

sc,N − w2

∑
c∈C,
t∈T

a2
c,t (30)
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as a weighted sum of both objectives. By adjusting the weights one explores the Pareto-optimal points, that is, solutions with the

property that none of the two individual criteria can be improved while at least maintaining the other. We tackle this problem

with a slightly different view: we set our primary goal to be the optimization of overall traffic flow, and from all optimal solutions

in regard to that objective we would like to obtain the one which is best in terms of emissions. This two-step approach has two

advantages: first, we avoid introducing a nonlinear term in the MILP model, which would make it a lot harder to solve. Second,

after we obtain the best objective value in terms of traffic flow, we can fix all binary variables and solve the model again with

the objective (29), effectively only solving a quadratic program (QP) in the second step. By fixing the binary variables, the

order and times in which the vehicles cross the intersection remain unchanged, and only the driving behavior before and after

crossing the intersection are adjusted to be more emission efficient. Briefly summarized, the steps are:

1. Solve MILP with objective function (28).

2. Change the objective function to (29).

Add constraint ∑
c∈C

sc,N ≥ f ∗ − 𝜀

to the model, where f ∗ is the objective value of step 1 and 𝜀 small.

Fix all binary variables.

3. Solve the resulting QP.

2.5 Summary of model and assumptions
For convenience, we list all constraints describing the passage of multiple vehicles over traffic light regulated intersections

below, with no indices omitted. We refer to the resulting MILP (of step 1) as global-MILP. Note that also more complex networks

than the rather simple one which served for introducing the model can be represented. For ease of notation, we introduce the

set of traffic lights, which a car c passes during its traversal of the network as TLc. Before we state the complete MILP, we list

important assumptions we make regarding the model:

1. The time horizon T and the set of C of vehicles is finite.

2. The speed limit v is low, such that friction terms can be neglected. Also, the discretization step length
1

𝑑t
is chosen such

that no car can pass the conflict zone of an intersection during a single time step.

3. All cars are controlled centrally.

4. We have full information on all traffic participants, which includes arrival times tinit,c, initial velocities vinit,c, and

destinations.

5. We have error-free realization of the central controls. Hence, no unforeseen collisions can occur.

The complete MILP is then stated as follows:

max
s,v,a,y,y,

𝜒,𝜒 in,𝜒out,O

∑
c∈C

sc,N

s.t. (2) – (10), (motion model)
(11), (12) – (14), (traffic light constraints)
(17) – (20), ∀c ∈ C, tl ∈ TLc, t ∈ Tc,

(22), ∀c ∈ C ∶ 𝑑est(c) ≠ 𝑑est(pred(c)), (collision prevention)
(24), (25), ∀c, c′ ∈ C ∶ Oc,c′ is defined,

(27).

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

The performance of an intersection is influenced by two factors: the operation of the traffic lights, and the behavior of

autonomous and/or human drivers. In this section, we want to describe the experimental setting we use to investigate and

quantify the potential of improvements for different scenarios, such as modifying traffic-light regulations or not imposing any

rules on traffic lights at all. The results allow us to determine the capacity of a road network under different conditions, which

can serve as a benchmark for decentralized and heuristic approaches.
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First, we introduce the four scenarios we consider:

• real-world traffic with a fixed traffic light scheme;

• all vehicles are autonomous, traffic lights have to follow a predefined, fixed scheme;

• all vehicles are autonomous, traffic lights have to ensure minimum lengths of green and red phases;

• all vehicles are autonomous, there are no restrictions on the switching schemes of the traffic lights.

For simplicity, we denote the four different scenarios as (RW), (FIX), (MIN), and (FREE), respectively.

Before we discuss the results of the experiments in Section 4, we define a consistent experimental setting, present the used

traffic-simulation software, and consider the representation of real-world traffic in the simulation.

3.1 Traffic simulation software
In order to analyze and rate the effects on traffic, it is necessary to realistically represent the motion of cars and the behavior of

human drivers. Furthermore, the chosen software should allow control of the movements of all cars on the road and the traffic

light’s signal states in fine time steps. Hence, a microscopic traffic simulation software seems appropriate for our purposes.

They allow the simulation of single cars and other entities in the network according to car-following-models that model the

individual behavior of cars depending on the movement of their respective predecessor. Common examples from the literature

are the models of Krauß [20], and the IDM by Treiber and Kesting, cf. [17, 38].

We use the SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) software framework, cf. [19], to analyze and visualize the computed

results. SUMO is a free and open-source traffic-simulation suite which allows modeling of intermodal traffic systems including

road vehicles, public transport, and pedestrians. It comes with a variety of possibilities for evaluating the simulated traffic.

These are, for example, CO2-emissions and fuel consumption according to the German Federal Environment Agency [39].

The behavior of traffic lights and cars can be accessed via TraCI (Traffic Control Interface) which allows to retrieve values of

simulated objects and to manipulate their behavior online.

Furthermore, SUMO implements two traffic signal control approaches which allow the user to dynamically change the

length of phases depending on the incoming traffic. The first approach are actuated traffic lights based on time gaps. The

traffic phases are prolonged whenever a continuous stream of traffic is detected, and switches when there is a sufficient time

gap between two successive vehicles. The second approach is the delay-based control. Here, a phase prolongation is triggered

based on the accumulated time loss of vehicles. If the time loss exceeds a predefined value, the corresponding green phase

is prolongated if active [28, 29]. Another algorithm, AGLOSA [6], which uses V2I communication to alternately optimize the

signal plan and the vehicle trajectories, has been implemented via SUMO’s TraCI, but unfortunately is not publicly available.

Therefore, we limit ourselves to the two approaches which are already implemented in SUMO and compare them in Section 4.2

to solutions of the global-MILP.

3.2 Test instances
All of the testing instances are processed on the simple network which is depicted in Figure 3. It consists of a single intersection

of two roads, each with one lane in either direction. All lanes have a width of 3.5 m and a stretch of 200 m of road is added in

each direction from the intersection.

The fixed switching schemes of the traffic lights include a green phase and a red phase for all traffic lights of the intersection.

In the real-world case a short red-amber phase is included before the green phase. Each cycle consists of four succeeding and

equal phases for each lane in clockwise order. For the (MIN) case, we demand a minimal duration on the green phase. In

contrast to the fixed case, the green phases can last longer and the starting times and order of the phases are not predefined.

To be comparable, the minimum duration of the green phase is set to the length of the green phase of the fixed case. We also

demand the same minimum length of green phases for the two adaptive traffic signal approaches which are available in SUMO.

As mentioned before, there are no restrictions in the (FREE) case.

The arrival time of each car is fixed for each scenario and is randomly chosen according to the following principle: a mean

rate of cars per lane and minute for a certain amount of minutes is fixed. The actual number of cars for each minute is randomly

distributed according to a Poisson distribution, which according to Gallager [11] is suitable for generating traffic-related data.

Specific arrival times are distributed equidistantly over the minute. We consider four different traffic densities. For each density

five random instances are generated and processed for the four scenarios. The evaluated parameters are geometric means of all

five instances and apply for single cars. For all methods, we set the discretization step to 𝑑t = 0.5 s. The physical bounds on the

motion of the cars are chosen similarly for each method according to Table 1.
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FIGURE 3 Layout of the network used for numerical investigation

TABLE 1 Bounds on the states of the vehicles which are
equal for cars and scenarios

Value Description

vc 0 Minimum velocity in m/s

vc 15.27 Maximum velocity in m/s

ac −7.5 Minimum acceleration in m/s2

ac 2.9 Maximum acceleration in m/s2

j
c

−3 Minimum jerk in m/s3

jc 3 Maximum jerk in m/s3

lc 4.3 Length of the car in m

gc 2.5 Security gap of the car in m

For the computed traffic of the four scenarios we use following quality measures:

• the value of the objective function, meaning the accumulated driven distance of all cars;

• the mean travel time and waiting time of all cars in the network. While travel time measures the time it takes for each

car to traverse the network, the waiting time measures the difference between travel time and theoretical time for an

unobstructed traversal of the network. Both values are suitable for indicating the quality of traffic flow according to

Forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen e.V. [7].

• the mean simulated fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of all cars in the network. We also refer to these parameters as

environmental parameters.

All computations were performed on a server with 32 cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v3 @ 2.60 GHz) and 31 GB

of RAM, running Debian GNU/Linux 10. CPLEX V12.9 serves as MILP-solver for all optimization problems occurring here.

Preliminary experiments have shown that the solver performed better without presolve during preprocessing, which is why we

disabled it for our computations. Finally, SUMO is used in version 1.1.0.

3.3 Real-world traffic
A crucial part for analyzing the effects on traffic is to simulate real-world traffic appropriately. Usually, traffic is simulated

in SUMO using car-following models. By default, the model by Krauß [20] is enabled which provides different parameters to

adapt the behavior of cars in the simulation. That way, different types of vehicles such as passenger cars, motorcycles, trucks,

and busses can be modeled. Aside from the parameters shown in Table 1, additional parameters like the driver’s imperfection or
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TABLE 2 Adjustable parameters for the default car-following
model in SUMO with used values

Parameter Value Description

accel 2.9 Acceleration ability

decel −7.5 Deceleration ability

sigma 0.5 Driver imperfection ∈ [0, 1]
tau 1.0 Reaction time

minGap 2.5 Gap to front vehicle if halting

reaction time influence the driving behavior. In our simulation we use the standard passenger car. Table 2 shows the adjustable

parameters and used values for each of them. Later computations about emissions also use the default model for passenger cars,

and are based on the emission model descriptions HBEFA3 of the German Federal Environment Agency [39].

3.4 Moving-horizon approach
As we will see in Section 4, computation times can be quite high when trying to solve the full MILP model. To cope with this

problem we apply a moving-horizon framework. If the time span of the MILP is large, solving the entire optimization problem

results in a large optimization model with many constraints and variables. If the problem can be split into smaller time periods

which are coupled subsequently, the resulting—much smaller—subproblems can be solved progressively. This section will give

a brief description of the moving-horizon approach, for more details we refer to [8, 31].

The general idea is to not solve the MILP model on the whole time horizon  = [0, tf ], but instead repeatedly on shorter

prediction horizons i = [ti, ti+n] which move forward in time. Figure 4 visualizes the general concept for the continuous case,

but it can easily be applied to the discrete case. At sampling time ti we solve the problem on the prediction horizon i = [ti, ti+n]
starting with the initial condition x(ti) = x̂(ti), yielding an optimal predicted state trajectory x∗. We apply the first part of the

trajectory until ti+1 to our final solution. After that, we shift our time horizon by the sampling period h ∶= ti+1− ti and repeat the

process for a new initial state observation x̂(ti+1). That way we progressively construct the solution for the whole time horizon

 = [0, tf ].

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we want to investigate and quantify the potential of improvements for the different scenarios we defined in

the previous section. We first give some computational evidence on the performance of the global-MILP on these different

scenarios considering two dimensions: performance of an MILP-solver on the testing data and resulting traffic flow according

to traffic simulations. In the second part we use the results of the centralized approach as a benchmark to determine the quality

of obtained solutions from the moving-horizon approach.

4.1 Experimental results on the global-MILP
In this section, we discuss the quality of solutions obtained by the global-MILP in terms of the aforementioned quality measures.

We first investigate the performance of the solving process, which is depicted in Table 3.

The table lists the runtimes and objective function values (for the MILP maximization of driven distance) for the three

scenarios (FIX), (MIN), and (FREE) for different traffic densities, averaged over five testing instances each. The column MILP
shows the computation times for solving the MILP, while the column QP shows the time for solving the additional QP problems

minimizing the sum of squared accelerations. The column total sums up both.

The computation times for the MILP as well as the QP increase with a higher density of cars, but are still manageable for

the (FIX) and (FREE) case, ranging from around 1 s for the smallest density up to around 15 s for the MILP and 10 s for the QP

for the highest density. The MILP problem gets significantly harder when minimal green and red times, that is, min-up-down

constraints on the binary variables controlling the traffic lights, are added in the (MIN) case, though. While in the smallest case

this leads to a computation time average of 111 s, it goes up to 19,000 s for the second highest density, and 3 out of 5 instances

could not be solved to optimality within a 10 h time frame for the highest density. Since all the integer variables are fixed when

solving the additional QP, runtimes here behave similarly to the (FIX) case.

Looking at the objective values of the MILPs, as expected, the values (total driven distance) increase when traffic lights are

less regulated and have more freedom in controlling the traffic. This increase tends to be larger the higher the density is.
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FIGURE 4 Illustration of the moving-horizon approach

Considering the quality of the resulting traffic, we now concentrate on the parameters travel time, waiting time,

CO2-emissions, and fuel consumption. In order to retrieve these values, the default driving behavior was disabled in SUMO and

the optimal solutions computed by the model were adopted. Going from (RW) to (FIX) to (MIN) and lastly to (FREE), the degree

of freedom granted to the optimization procedure increases. The focus of this study is to determine how this increase is reflected

in the quality of results for overall traffic flow as well as the environmental parameters. To this end, the offline-calculated solu-

tions via CPLEX are transferred into SUMO. The Python interface TraCI allows us to control the motion of all cars in each time

step. Thus, we can retrieve the parameters of interest from the solutions of the MILP. Table 4 shows the relevant measurements.

Throughout all the problem instances we observe an improvement in all four parameters when we increase the degree of opti-

mization. Largest improvements are achieved by going from the (RW) case to the (FIX) case, where we leave the traffic lights as

they were, but optimize the traversal of the cars throughout the network, and going from the (MIN) case to the (FREE) case by

removing all restricting rules on the traffic lights. Looking at the highest density traffic in more detail, we achieve a decrease in

waiting times of about 44.47% with (FIX), 49.59% with (MIN), and 99.05% with (FREE) compared to the (RW) case. The travel

times per vehicle decrease by 32.29%, 34.61%, and 53.63%. Although we were primarily optimizing in terms of overall traffic

flow, and considered emissions in a second step by solving the QP, we still observe a significant improvement regarding the

environmental parameters. For the fuel consumption and CO2-emissions, we register a decrease of 13.91%, 16.06%, 39.91% and

13.89%, 16.04%, 39.90%, respectively. Although smaller, improvements were prominent even on traffic with lower densities.

4.2 Comparison to SUMO’s traffic signal controls
SUMO implements two adaptive traffic signal controls that can prolongate green phases based on incoming traffic. One can set

a minimal and maximal duration of the green phase. For comparison reasons we set the minimal duration to 10 s and leave the

maximal duration open as we have demanded for previous computations. Further parameters are shown in Table 5.

Table 6 shows the retrieved quality measures for the two traffic signal controls. Here, actuated control stands for the traffic

signal control based on time gaps, while the delay-based control is based on time loss. For comparison we also again show the

results for real-world simulation with a fixed traffic light cycle as well as the values for the (MIN) case from the optimization

from Tables 3 and 4. In terms of waiting time and travel time, of the three SUMO-based simulations the actuated control performs
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TABLE 3 Measurements for traffic with different densities and scope of optimization

Density T 𝒅t L Computation times Objective value

(cars/min) (s) (s) (s) Total (s) MILP (s) QP (s) MILP (m)

20.95 60 0.5 10

Fixed traffic lights 24.41 13.76 10.65 28209.2

Regulated traffic lights 32533.80(2) 32524.10(2) 9.71 29173.1(2)

Free traffic lights 18.42 15.29 3.13 38468.4

15.06 60 0.5 10

Fixed traffic lights 9.38 4.57 4.80 20578.6

Regulated traffic lights 19079.54 19075.50 4.04 21451.9

Free traffic lights 10.91 9.26 1.65 27627.8

9.5 60 0.5 10

Fixed traffic lights 4.28 2.25 2.03 12891.9

Regulated traffic lights 1128.13 1126.30 1.83 14056.7

Free traffic lights 3.01 2.09 0.92 17392.8

5.11 60 0.5 10

Fixed traffic lights 1.73 0.89 0.84 7230.3

Regulated traffic lights 111.94 111.19 0.75 7892.6

Free traffic lights 1.44 1.01 0.43 9353.2

Note: Measurements are geometric means per vehicle of five testing instances. If only a subset of instances has been solved, the

number of solved instances is given in brackets. Means were taken over all five instances; computation times for unsolved instances

are set to the time limit of 10 h.

TABLE 4 Minimizing squared acceleration after maximizing driven distance

Density T 𝒅t L Waiting time Travel time Fuel CO2

(cars/min) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

20.95 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 14.67 57.89 10.67 248.29

Fixed traffic lights 8.14 39.20 9.19 213.80

Regulated traffic lights 7.39 37.86 8.96 208.47

Free traffic lights 0.14 26.84 6.41 149.23

15.06 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 12.58 50.20 10.56 245.59

Fixed traffic lights 7.78 38.57 8.81 205.06

Regulated traffic lights 6.84 36.89 8.61 200.21

Free traffic lights 0.12 26.84 6.51 151.42

9.5 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 10.36 44.24 10.36 241.04

Fixed traffic lights 7.83 38.75 8.59 199.84

Regulated traffic lights 5.83 35.12 8.14 189.37

Free traffic lights 0.08 26.79 6.55 152.30

5.11 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 9.03 40.62 10.23 237.95

Fixed traffic lights 6.85 36.73 8.03 186.91

Regulated traffic lights 4.66 33.36 7.71 179.44

Free traffic lights 0.10 26.81 6.59 153.21

Note: Measurements for traffic with different densities and scope of optimization. Measurements are geometric means per

vehicle of five testing instances.

slightly better than the other two. Regarding fuel consumption and CO2-emissions, the difference between the three simulations

is negligible, without being able to tell a clear best method. The optimization-based method performs best, roughly cutting the

waiting time in half, while also reducing the fuel consumption and CO2-emissions. Even the more restrictive optimization with

fixed traffic lights from the previous section performs considerably better.
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TABLE 5 Adjustable parameters for the adaptive signal controls in SUMO with used values

Parameter Value Description

max-gap 1.0 Maximum time gap between successive vehicle (s)

minDur 10 Lower bound on the phase length (s)

maxDur 60 Upper bound on the phase length (s)

detectorRange 150 Upstream detection range (m)

inTimeLoss 1.0 Minimum time loss for triggering phase prolongation (s)

minDur 10 Lower bound on the phase length (s)

maxDur 60 Upper bound on the phase length (s)

Note: On top are the parameters for the actuated control, on the bottom the parameters for the

delay-based control.

TABLE 6 Comparison to SUMO’s traffic signal controls

Density T 𝒅t L Waiting time Travel time Fuel CO2

(cars/min) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

20.95 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 14.67 57.89 10.67 248.29

Actuated control 14.15 55.99 10.76 250.24

Delay-based control 14.25 56.34 10.94 254.50

Regulated traffic lights 7.39 37.86 8.96 208.47

15.06 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 12.58 50.20 10.56 245.59

Actuated control 12.14 49.14 10.42 242.38

Delay-based control 12.28 49.31 10.68 248.43

Regulated traffic lights 6.84 36.89 8.61 200.21

9.5 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 10.36 44.24 10.36 241.04

Actuated control 10.31 44.17 10.25 238.50

Delay-based control 10.34 44.17 10.28 239.25

Regulated traffic lights 5.83 35.12 8.14 189.37

5.11 60 0.5 10

Real-world simulation 9.03 40.62 10.23 237.95

Actuated control 8.90 40.39 10.17 236.52

Delay-based control 9.31 41.21 10.42 242.30

Regulated traffic lights 4.66 33.36 7.71 179.44

Note: Minimizing squared acceleration after maximizing driven distance. Measurements for traffic with different densities

and scope of optimization. Measurements are geometric means per vehicle of five testing instances.

4.3 Experimental results on the moving-horizon approach
As we have seen, computation times exceed real-time requirements. We also consider a moving-horizon approach derived from

our centralized model. We compare its performance and obtained solutions to the centralized approach, showcasing an example

use of the latter as a benchmark.

First, we investigate the runtimes and obtained objective values for solving the MILP. Here, we focus on the (MIN)

case, where computation times are especially high. Table 7 shows the results, listing overall runtime, maximum time for one

moving-horizon iteration, and the objective value, averaged over the same five problem instances. A more detailed breakdown

into the used instances is shown in Appendix A. The prediction horizon was set to 20 s and the sampling period to 7.5 s.

As expected, computation times go down significantly throughout all four density levels, when applying the moving-horizon

framework. This reduction in computation time is most pronounced in the higher density cases, where we have a reduction in

averages from over 32,000 s to about 271 s and over 19,000 s to about 166 s, respectively. But also in the smallest density case we

still obtain an improvement from 111 to 21 s. Looking at the objective values, we observe that the obtained solutions are close to

the globally optimal solutions, their gap being less than 3% for all density cases. In some instances even optimality is obtained,

see Appendix A. Note that all the solutions of the moving-horizon approach compare favorably to the optimal solutions of the

(FIX) case (which could also be seen as a heuristic for the (MIN) case).
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TABLE 7 Comparison of computation time and objective value between moving-horizon and global-MILP

Density T 𝒅t L Moving-horizon Global-MILP

(cars/min) (s) (s) (s) Total (s) Max (s) Obj. Total (s) Obj.

20.95 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 271.60 72.13 28551.2 32524.10(2) 29173.1(2)
15.06 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 166.20 48.40 20893.5 19075.50 21451.9

9.5 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 77.42 20.44 13736.7 1126.30 14056.7

5.11 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 21.51 6.04 7770.0 111.19 7892.6

Note: Measurements for traffic with different densities. Measurements are geometric means per vehicle of five testing instances.

The length of the prediction horizon i was set to 20 s and the sampling period h to 7.5 s. If only a subset of instances has been solved, the

number of solved instances is given in brackets. Means were taken over all five instances; computation times for unsolved instances are set

to the time limit of 10 h.

TABLE 8 Environmental parameters for the moving-horizon approach (mh)

Density T 𝒅t L Waiting time Travel time Fuel CO2

(cars/min) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

20.95 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 7.39 37.86 8.96 208.47

Regulated traffic lights (mh) 7.87 38.91 9.25 215.27

15.06 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 6.84 36.89 8.61 200.21

Regulated traffic lights (mh) 7.44 38.11 8.74 203.28

9.5 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 5.83 35.12 8.14 189.37

Regulated traffic lights (mh) 6.36 36.12 8.10 188.54

5.11 60 0.5 10

Regulated traffic lights 4.66 33.36 7.71 179.44

Regulated traffic lights 5.03 33.98 7.35 170.90

Note: Minimizing squared acceleration after maximizing driven distance. Measurements for traffic with different densities

and scope of optimization. Measurements are geometric means per vehicle of five testing instances.

Although the time reductions and obtained objective values are promising, the maximum computation time per

moving-horizon iteration in the higher density cases still exceeds the length of the sampling period and is thus too high for

real-time use—in particular for the higher-density cases.

Next, we compare the results of the moving-horizon approach regarding the parameters waiting time, travel time, fuel

consumption, and CO2-emissions, which are depicted in Table 8. The moving-horizon approach leads to an increase in waiting

time of less than 10% in the worst case, which amounts to less than a second difference compared to the central approach in all

density cases. This increase in waiting time results in an increase of overall travel time of only about 3% in the worst case, which

is around 1 s. Looking at the parameters fuel consumption and CO2-emissions, we even observe cases where the moving-horizon

approach has an improvement. Note that we primarily optimized over the total driven distance and reduce fuel consumption

and CO2-emissions in a second step. Overall, both approaches give similar results in terms of these two parameters.

4.4 Discussion
For certain assumptions, our model provides globally optimal solutions for the maximal covered distance, which is shown in

Lemma 1 to provide globally optimal solutions for travel and waiting times. Optimal solutions concerning fuel consumption and

CO2 emissions are not well defined, unfortunately, as they depend on the considered time horizon. If no boundary condition (all

cars need to reach their target destination) is specified, the trivial lower bounds are 0 (no acceleration at all, depending on initial

velocity and modeled friction). We provide a model and a methodology that makes it possible to balance the different objective

functions against one another (via multiobjective optimization or simply specifying limits for some criteria as constraints). In

Figure 5 one sees an approximation of a Pareto front for travel time versus fuel consumption for one particular problem instance.
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FIGURE 5 Approximation of the Pareto front for balancing travel time vs. fuel consumption for instance small-5-fi from Table A1
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FIGURE 6 Influence of different prediction horizons on objective value and computation times for instances of density medium (left) and veryhigh (right).

Sampling period is fixed to 2.5 s. Measurements are geometric means of five testing instances

In Table 6 we observed that the gap between solutions of SUMO’s traffic signal control and the global-MILP is considerably

large. The question arises, which factors contribute to that improvement. While both approaches adapt the switching of the

traffic lights to react to incoming traffic, only the second one also optimizes the driving behavior of the cars. Making use of

having full information, for example, when exactly a red traffic light will turn to green, cars adapt their speeds in advance to

allow a smooth transition over the intersection which avoids unnecessary halting in front of the intersection. Considering only

the optimization of the traffic lights as in SUMO’s traffic signal control, they do not fully profit from the information available

in a centralized setting. Our overall impression is that, while traffic-light regulations have a big impact, most potential for

improvement for given regulations lies in the driving behavior rather than in the traffic light’s switching times. Table 4 supports

this assumption: optimizing driving behavior while keeping the traffic lights fixed, which is the case when we go from (RW)

to (FIX), leads to a large improvement, whereas additionally optimizing the traffic lights, which is the case when we go from

(FIX) to (MIN), results in a relatively small improvement. Furthermore, Table 8 suggests that the improvement is mainly due

to sharing short-term information rather than due to planning far ahead in time.

In Figure 6 we analyze the influence of different prediction horizons in the range of 5–30 s on the objective value and

computation time while the sampling period is fixed to 2.5 s. Full results are shown in Appendix A. Shorter prediction horizons

tend to produce infeasible subproblems, since cars may approach halting cars or red traffic lights with a speed that does not

allow to come to a halt in time for the chosen bounds on acceleration and jerk. Thus, a crash will inevitably happen, but only

after the end of the prediction horizon. Additionally, we marked the objective values obtained from the global-MILP for fixed

traffic lights as well as regulated traffic lights as a reference for evaluating solution quality. The latter represents the global

optimum (or the best known bound), whereas the objective value of the problem with fixed traffic lights provides a cheap and
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FIGURE 7 Influence of different prediction horizons on environmental parameters for instances of density medium (left) and veryhigh (right). Sampling

period is fixed to 2.5 s. Measurements are geometric means of five testing instances

fast feasible solution. With increasing prediction horizon we observe an increase in solution quality, but also in computation

times. This is expected, since a longer prediction horizon allows the cars to look further into the future in order to, for example,

react in advance to traffic light switches or incoming cars, but also results in a larger problem size which is reflected in higher

computation times. By raising the prediction horizon, the objective value approaches the global optimum. It seems, though, that

the curve flattens, meaning an increase in prediction horizon may only contribute to a small increase in solution quality. For the

two considered problem cases we can improve the solution with fixed traffic lights by choosing a prediction horizon of at least

10 and 15 s, respectively. However, it is generally hard to predict the “optimal” length of the prediction horizon, considering also

its effect on the computation time. Similar improvements can be observed for the environmental parameters in Figure 7. Since

we are not primarily optimizing for fuel consumption and CO2-emissions, we may observe some fluctuations, while waiting

time and travel time behave rather monotonically.

An important contribution to faster and more energy-efficient driving comes from a predictive behavior, that is, decelerat-

ing ahead in time and accelerating such that critical bottlenecks (the traffic light intersections) can be crossed quickly. Solutions

indicate that cars might even stop before the traffic lights and accelerate shortly before the traffic lights turn to green. These

strategies were implemented in a simple controller called “Kreuzungslotse” (intersection pilot) [36]. Receiving only informa-

tion about the future traffic light states, the controller acts on some simple driving strategies depending on the situation (e.g.,

existence of preceding cars, distance to traffic light and time to next traffic light switch) to plan ahead and compute a trajectory

to cross the intersection. Despite the limited information, a significant improvement in traffic flow could be achieved.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we introduced a novel MILP which models the movement of individual cars on a network of roads that intersect

in multiple traffic-light controlled intersections and the switching scheme of traffic lights regulating the transit of cars. An

advantage of the MILP is the presence of linear but realistic motion dynamics for each vehicle and the flexibility to model

different traffic scenarios by modifying parameters such as traffic density, turning behavior and traffic-light regulations. Its

solution by offline calculations yields an overall optimized traffic flow. Furthermore, by solving an additional QP we obtain

traffic that is also energy efficient. Through simulations we analyze the influence of the aforementioned parameters on the

overall traffic efficiency. Numerical results indicate that centrally optimized traffic leads to almost no waiting times (mean

waiting times could be decreased by up to 99%) and a reduction in average fuel consumption of 39% in case of completely free

traffic lights. However, also the more realistic case of controllable traffic lights that are bound to certain regulations on phase

lengths leads to significant improvements in waiting times, fuel consumption and CO2-emission when compared to simulated

real-world traffic.

In the growing field of assisted and autonomous driving applications, the solutions of the MILP can serve as a benchmark

for suboptimal but practically implementable algorithms in cars and infrastructural devices. The globally optimal solutions

computed are difficult to realize in a realistic setting. This is not only due to the relatively long solving times but also due to the

fact that a resulting real-world system would be based on the premise that all cars are equipped with this system and bound to

follow the system’s advice.
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We used the results from our centralized model to evaluate example heuristic approaches: SUMO’s advanced intersection

control features offer slight performance improvements over a fixed traffic light schedule while being very easy to implement

in practice. However, there is still a lot of room for improvements, as a comparison with globally optimal solutions reveals.

Solving our model in a moving-horizon framework allows us to come very close to the global optimum while solution times are

not prohibitively large for real-time use. Still, some additional improvements are needed to speed up solution times, possibly by

tuning the lengths of the prediction horizon i and the sampling period h, warmstarting iterations, or problem specific cutting

planes or branching schemes.

Future research will involve further development of decentralized algorithms to find a good balance between solution qual-

ity and suitability for practical use. This work allows us to validate the effectiveness of such algorithms and the quality of

its solutions. An important open question is the realistic incorporation of human drivers into our model formulation, allow-

ing mixed-traffic scenarios involving both human drivers and centrally-controlled vehicles that can still be solved to global

optimality.
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APPENDIX A: PROBLEM INSTANCES

Here, we give a list of all used problem instances and the results of the computation. Table A1 shows the separate problem

instances for the global-MILP, instances from the moving-horizon approach are listed in Tables A2 and A3.

TABLE A1 Computational results on global-MILP

T 𝒅t L Comp. time Obj. Waiting time Arrival time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars (s) (s) (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

veryhigh-1-rw 75 60 0.5 10 — — 13.75 54.30 10.60 246.65

veryhigh-2-rw 89 60 0.5 10 — — 15.16 59.81 10.84 252.14

veryhigh-3-rw 91 60 0.5 10 — — 15.94 62.97 10.95 254.65

veryhigh-4-rw 83 60 0.5 10 — — 14.37 56.62 10.49 244.04

veryhigh-5-rw 82 60 0.5 10 — — 14.21 56.16 10.50 244.17

veryhigh-1-fi 75 60 0.5 10 9.47 25388.9 8.03 38.99 9.12 212.23

veryhigh-2-fi 89 60 0.5 10 23.94 29382.4 8.61 39.96 9.37 217.87

veryhigh-3-fi 91 60 0.5 10 14.72 30592.9 8.22 39.15 9.26 215.41

veryhigh-4-fi 83 60 0.5 10 11.85 27969.1 8.12 39.37 9.18 213.66

veryhigh-5-fi 82 60 0.5 10 12.48 27984.8 7.76 38.54 9.02 209.92

veryhigh-1-mi 75 60 0.5 10 23445.4 26360.7 7.18 37.39 8.85 205.98

veryhigh-2-mi 89 60 0.5 10 36026.8* 31095.3*(8.27%) 7.34 37.81 8.96 208.37

veryhigh-3-mi 91 60 0.5 10 36033.8* 31569.4*(11.76%) 7.52 38.02 9.04 210.33

veryhigh-4-mi 83 60 0.5 10 36026.2* 28779.6*(6.02%) 7.48 38.10 8.95 208.23

veryhigh-5-mi 82 60 0.5 10 33190.4 28373.5 7.45 37.97 9.00 209.48

veryhigh-1-fr 75 60 0.5 — 6.88 34425.8 0.15 26.85 6.37 148.09

veryhigh-2-fr 89 60 0.5 — 12.65 40910.8 0.14 26.83 6.42 149.28

veryhigh-3-fr 91 60 0.5 — 18.87 41880.9 0.11 26.80 6.57 152.93

veryhigh-4-fr 83 60 0.5 — 11.37 38145.3 0.10 26.78 6.52 151.69

veryhigh-5-fr 82 60 0.5 — 44.75 37440.7 0.23 26.95 6.20 144.33

high-1-rw 64 60 0.5 10 — — 12.99 51.31 10.51 244.48

high-2-rw 49 60 0.5 10 — — 11.45 46.71 10.54 245.16

high-3-rw 59 60 0.5 10 — — 12.41 49.61 10.54 245.28

high-4-rw 68 60 0.5 10 — — 13.57 53.35 10.59 246.35

high-5-rw 63 60 0.5 10 — — 12.57 50.24 10.60 246.67

high-1-fi 64 60 0.5 10 4.8 22390.2 7.31 37.60 8.70 202.31

high-2-fi 49 60 0.5 10 3.08 16885.9 7.62 38.25 8.59 199.87

high-3-fi 59 60 0.5 10 4.41 19797 8.15 39.15 8.89 206.91

high-4-fi 68 60 0.5 10 5.87 23289.8 7.73 38.25 8.89 206.93

high-5-fi 63 60 0.5 10 5.22 21170.5 8.12 39.65 9.00 209.40

high-1-mi 64 60 0.5 10 28261.6 22612.4 7.09 37.35 8.67 201.64

high-2-mi 49 60 0.5 10 15361.5 17532.7 6.75 36.69 8.46 196.87

high-3-mi 59 60 0.5 10 14243.6 20990.8 6.83 36.87 8.50 197.76

high-4-mi 68 60 0.5 10 29758.2 24380.2 6.68 36.58 8.69 202.05

high-5-mi 63 60 0.5 10 13725.2 22390.8 6.84 36.94 8.72 202.81

high-1-fr 64 60 0.5 — 22.66 29262.4 0.30 27.04 6.26 145.73

high-2-fr 49 60 0.5 — 4.34 22496.8 0.14 26.83 6.53 151.86

high-3-fr 59 60 0.5 — 5.34 27021.1 0.15 26.85 6.42 149.28

high-4-fr 68 60 0.5 — 15.58 31284.8 0.05 26.71 6.76 157.20

high-5-fr 63 60 0.5 — 8.34 28924.5 0.08 26.75 6.59 153.29

medium-1-rw 40 60 0.5 10 — — 11.27 46.33 10.49 243.94

medium-2-rw 36 60 0.5 10 — — 10.00 43.03 10.39 241.79

medium-3-rw 44 60 0.5 10 — — 11.46 46.98 10.58 246.13

medium-4-rw 31 60 0.5 10 — — 8.87 40.78 9.85 229.15

medium-5-rw 40 60 0.5 10 — — 10.42 44.37 10.51 244.59

(Continues)
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TABLE A1 Continued

T 𝒅t L Comp. time Obj. Waiting time Arrival time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars (s) (s) (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

medium-1-fi 40 60 0.5 10 2.43 13448.7 8.03 38.89 8.62 200.43

medium-2-fi 36 60 0.5 10 2.11 12383 7.59 38.18 8.49 197.46

medium-3-fi 44 60 0.5 10 2.91 14605 8.40 39.81 8.95 208.19

medium-4-fi 31 60 0.5 10 1.78 10874.8 7.19 37.77 8.21 191.01

medium-5-fi 40 60 0.5 10 2.16 13463.2 8.01 39.14 8.71 202.52

medium-1-mi 40 60 0.5 10 1279.52 14880.8 5.68 34.99 8.13 189.11

medium-2-mi 36 60 0.5 10 2142.09 13239.1 6.02 35.34 8.33 193.67

medium-3-mi 44 60 0.5 10 3764.31 16405.7 5.72 35.00 8.06 187.56

medium-4-mi 31 60 0.5 10 242.81 11513.9 5.83 35.12 7.98 185.55

medium-5-mi 40 60 0.5 10 723.5 14747.6 5.90 35.16 8.21 191.08

medium-1-fr 40 60 0.5 — 1.87 18288.4 0.13 26.83 6.45 150.10

medium-2-fr 36 60 0.5 — 3.36 16497.3 0.13 26.82 6.55 152.34

medium-3-fr 44 60 0.5 — 1.55 20251.5 0.02 26.68 6.83 158.82

medium-4-fr 31 60 0.5 — 1.11 14253.4 0.08 26.76 6.56 152.54

medium-5-fr 40 60 0.5 — 3.7 18276.1 0.15 26.85 6.36 147.89

small-1-rw 23 60 0.5 10 — — 7.89 38.92 9.54 222.00

small-2-rw 14 60 0.5 10 — — 9.37 40.34 10.35 240.79

small-3-rw 21 60 0.5 10 — — 8.82 40.63 10.20 237.31

small-4-rw 23 60 0.5 10 - - 9.52 41.57 10.38 241.43

small-5-rw 23 60 0.5 10 — — 9.68 41.68 10.71 249.07

small-1-fi 23 60 0.5 10 1.02 8433.85 6.05 35.50 8.04 187.08

small-2-fi 14 60 0.5 10 0.56 4803.89 7.49 37.22 7.96 185.14

small-3-fi 21 60 0.5 10 0.93 7286.1 7.24 37.70 8.04 187.06

small-4-fi 23 60 0.5 10 1.18 8340.56 6.28 35.98 7.91 184.02

small-5-fi 23 60 0.5 10 0.9 8025.56 7.33 37.30 8.22 191.33

small-1-mi 23 60 0.5 10 86.76 8803.14 4.99 33.80 7.82 182.00

small-2-mi 14 60 0.5 10 13.57 5630.63 3.62 31.62 7.48 174.10

small-3-mi 21 60 0.5 10 643.75 7777.55 5.69 34.92 7.67 178.36

small-4-mi 23 60 0.5 10 197.18 8603.8 5.52 34.55 7.87 183.12

small-5-mi 23 60 0.5 10 113.74 9233.69 3.89 32.03 7.73 179.78

small-1-fr 23 60 0.5 — 0.81 10536.1 0.09 26.77 6.59 153.24

small-2-fr 14 60 0.5 — 0.46 6407.25 0.03 26.69 6.84 159.20

small-3-fr 21 60 0.5 — 1.09 9540.4 0.25 26.98 6.37 148.12

small-4-fr 23 60 0.5 — 1.05 10520.8 0.11 26.79 6.60 153.62

small-5-fr 23 60 0.5 — 2.47 10564.2 0.14 26.83 6.54 152.09

geom. mean veryhigh-rw 83.8063 60 0.5 10 — — 14.6659 57.8923 10.6744 248.293

geom. mean veryhigh-fi 83.8063 60 0.5 10 13.7614 28209.2 8.14332 39.1992 9.18923 213.801

geom. mean veryhigh-mi 83.8063 60 0.5 10 32524.1 29173.1 7.39298 37.8572 8.95977 208.473

geom. mean veryhigh-fr 83.8063 60 0.5 — 15.2898 38468.4 0.139659 26.8419 6.41469 149.234

geom. mean high-rw 60.2304 60 0.5 10 — — 12.5783 50.1965 10.5559 245.587

geom. mean high-fi 60.2304 60 0.5 10 4.57202 20578.6 7.77953 38.5732 8.81275 205.055

geom. mean high-mi 60.2304 60 0.5 10 19075.5 21451.9 6.83661 36.8851 8.60734 200.211

geom. mean high-fr 60.2304 60 0.5 — 9.26414 27627.8 0.120304 26.8358 6.50985 151.423

geom. mean medium-rw 37.9356 60 0.5 10 — — 10.3605 44.2402 10.3606 241.04

geom. mean medium-fi 37.9356 60 0.5 10 2.24766 12891.9 7.83285 38.7513 8.59251 199.841

geom. mean medium-mi 37.9356 60 0.5 10 1126.3 14056.7 5.82871 35.1218 8.1411 189.373

geom. mean medium-fr 37.9356 60 0.5 — 2.09126 17392.8 0.0834871 26.7879 6.54812 152.295

geom. mean small-rw 20.4506 60 0.5 10 — — 9.03149 40.6156 10.2286 237.949

geom. mean small-fi 20.4506 60 0.5 10 0.891824 7230.31 6.85185 36.7302 8.03331 186.909

geom. mean small-mi 20.4506 60 0.5 10 111.193 7892.61 4.66404 33.3574 7.71279 179.444

geom. mean small-fr 20.4506 60 0.5 — 1.01044 9353.21 0.100778 26.8118 6.58629 153.213
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TABLE A2 Computational results for the moving horizon approach with a sampling period of five time steps (i.e., 2.5 s) and varying lengths of the
prediction horizon for instances with medium and very high traffic density

Comp. time
MILP

Max
MILP

Obj.
MILP

Waiting
time

Arrival
time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars T (s) 𝒅t L (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

veryhigh-1-mi-10-5 75 60 0.5 10 9.45 1.41 23164.4 9.91 43.06 11.20 260.63

veryhigh-1-mi-15-5 75 60 0.5 10 24.94 3.72 23130.9 9.97 43.42 11.57 269.12

veryhigh-1-mi-20-5 75 60 0.5 10 73.88 10.93 24159.9 9.10 41.23 10.56 245.69

veryhigh-1-mi-25-5 75 60 0.5 10 135.44 17.36 24300.5 8.97 41.02 9.77 227.27

veryhigh-1-mi-30-5 75 60 0.5 10 231.70 28.17 25077.8 8.29 39.70 9.14 212.62

veryhigh-1-mi-35-5 75 60 0.5 10 314.95 55.81 25207.6 8.19 39.59 9.23 214.65

veryhigh-1-mi-40-5 75 60 0.5 10 408.65 42.84 25531.0 7.90 39.07 9.26 215.39

veryhigh-1-mi-45-5 75 60 0.5 10 564.16 59.85 25081.5 8.29 39.78 9.11 212.00

veryhigh-1-mi-50-5 75 60 0.5 10 669.87 63.33 25884.2 7.59 38.38 9.02 209.75

veryhigh-1-mi-55-5 75 60 0.5 10 759.87 67.77 25927.0 7.56 38.31 9.25 215.12

veryhigh-1-mi-60-5 75 60 0.5 10 1071.93 151.50 25922.9 7.56 38.32 9.31 216.64

veryhigh-1-fi 75 60 0.5 10 9.47 — 25388.9 8.03 38.99 9.12 212.23

veryhigh-1-mi 75 60 0.5 10 23445.40 — 26360.7 7.18 37.39 8.85 205.98

veryhigh-2-mi-10-5 89 60 0.5 10 9.49 1.18 28176.5 9.43 42.11 10.78 250.81

veryhigh-2-mi-15-5 89 60 0.5 10 42.59 6.67 28543.4 9.20 41.59 10.11 235.17

veryhigh-2-mi-20-5 89 60 0.5 10 115.71 14.54 29216.0 8.73 40.64 10.11 235.27

veryhigh-2-mi-25-5 89 60 0.5 10 215.64 28.26 29667.0 8.40 40.20 8.77 204.01

veryhigh-2-mi-30-5 89 60 0.5 10 300.24 27.64 30286.3 7.94 38.92 9.18 213.63

veryhigh-2-mi-35-5 89 60 0.5 10 492.79 57.12 30589.8 7.71 38.58 9.02 209.81

veryhigh-2-mi-40-5 89 60 0.5 10 625.90 61.47 30690.3 7.64 38.44 9.13 212.37

veryhigh-2-mi-45-5 89 60 0.5 10 733.61 87.72 30187.3 8.02 39.22 9.45 219.92

veryhigh-2-mi-50-5 89 60 0.5 10 1013.91 98.72 30444.9 7.83 38.85 9.50 221.07

veryhigh-2-mi-55-5 89 60 0.5 10 1371.88 144.80 30502.1 7.78 38.71 9.24 215.00

veryhigh-2-mi-60-5 89 60 0.5 10 1600.14 189.69 30586.5 7.72 38.68 9.16 212.98

veryhigh-2-fi 89 60 0.5 10 23.94 — 29382.4 8.61 39.96 9.37 217.87

veryhigh-2-mi 89 60 0.5 10 36026.8* — 31095.3*(8.27%) 7.34 37.81 8.96 208.37

veryhigh-3-mi-10-5 91 60 0.5 10 12.62 1.42 28526.5 9.67 42.30 11.77 273.72

veryhigh-3-mi-15-5 91 60 0.5 10 52.30 8.15 29063.7 9.29 41.71 10.67 248.33

veryhigh-3-mi-20-5 91 60 0.5 10 98.40 15.61 30041.6 8.62 40.41 10.80 251.18

veryhigh-3-mi-25-5 91 60 0.5 10 187.33 22.56 29987.2 8.69 40.83 10.01 232.76

veryhigh-3-mi-30-5 91 60 0.5 10 338.73 40.44 30090.2 8.59 40.49 9.96 231.70

veryhigh-3-mi-35-5 91 60 0.5 10 435.88 44.55 31011.7 7.93 39.02 9.08 211.23

veryhigh-3-mi-40-5 91 60 0.5 10 638.31 61.57 31311.1 7.71 38.58 9.69 225.34

veryhigh-3-mi-45-5 91 60 0.5 10 835.11 89.08 31279.3 7.73 38.62 9.74 226.55

veryhigh-3-mi-50-5 91 60 0.5 10 1022.37 128.65 31290.1 7.72 38.61 9.62 223.68

veryhigh-3-mi-55-5 91 60 0.5 10 1317.32 136.22 31188.3 7.80 38.85 9.54 222.02

veryhigh-3-mi-60-5 91 60 0.5 10 1764.90 170.54 31368.4 7.66 38.54 9.46 220.10

veryhigh-3-fi 91 60 0.5 10 14.72 — 30592.9 8.22 39.15 9.26 215.41

veryhigh-3-mi 91 60 0.5 10 36033.8* — 31569.4*(11.76%) 7.52 38.02 9.04 210.33

veryhigh-4-mi-10-5 83 60 0.5 10 7.70 1.01 25481.6 10.03 43.31 12.41 288.60

veryhigh-4-mi-15-5 83 60 0.5 10 42.01 6.91 26755.9 9.07 41.08 10.80 251.35

veryhigh-4-mi-20-5 83 60 0.5 10 80.80 11.09 26953.7 8.91 40.96 10.90 253.55

veryhigh-4-mi-25-5 83 60 0.5 10 180.15 20.94 27150.4 8.76 40.69 10.03 233.36

veryhigh-4-mi-30-5 83 60 0.5 10 266.32 25.12 27943.1 8.13 39.54 9.53 221.79

veryhigh-4-mi-35-5 83 60 0.5 10 452.25 46.81 28165.2 7.96 39.06 9.48 220.52

veryhigh-4-mi-40-5 83 60 0.5 10 487.94 48.38 28150.8 7.97 39.19 9.67 224.93

veryhigh-4-mi-45-5 83 60 0.5 10 623.53 62.20 27920.7 8.16 39.53 9.88 229.73

(Continues)
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TABLE A2 Continued

Comp. time
MILP

Max
MILP

Obj.
MILP

Waiting
time

Arrival
time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars T (s) 𝒅t L (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

veryhigh-4-mi-50-5 83 60 0.5 10 801.90 90.91 28185.6 7.95 39.12 9.72 226.04

veryhigh-4-mi-55-5 83 60 0.5 10 1156.58 136.90 28133.6 7.99 39.22 9.56 222.43

veryhigh-4-mi-60-5 83 60 0.5 10 1531.53 149.78 28177.1 7.95 39.13 9.59 223.08

veryhigh-4-fi 83 60 0.5 10 11.85 — 27969.1 8.12 39.37 9.18 213.66

veryhigh-4-mi 83 60 0.5 10 36026.2* — 28779.6*(6.02%) 7.48 38.10 8.95 208.23

veryhigh-5-mi-10-5 82 60 0.5 10 10.42 1.60 26294.2 9.06 41.26 11.06 257.27

veryhigh-5-mi-15-5 82 60 0.5 10 38.42 7.03 26347.5 9.06 41.14 10.61 246.78

veryhigh-5-mi-20-5 82 60 0.5 10 76.74 14.19 26756.8 8.74 40.61 10.48 243.77

veryhigh-5-mi-25-5 82 60 0.5 10 164.26 22.24 26762.3 8.73 40.59 9.86 229.28

veryhigh-5-mi-30-5 82 60 0.5 10 308.76 35.70 27460.0 8.18 39.44 9.50 221.03

veryhigh-5-mi-35-5 82 60 0.5 10 387.15 40.45 27572.7 8.09 39.32 9.33 216.94

veryhigh-5-mi-40-5 82 60 0.5 10 524.48 49.21 27588.5 8.08 39.49 9.58 222.94

veryhigh-5-mi-45-5 82 60 0.5 10 704.97 69.48 27958.2 7.78 38.74 9.44 219.59

veryhigh-5-mi-50-5 82 60 0.5 10 818.30 81.98 27782.7 7.93 39.12 9.47 220.30

veryhigh-5-mi-55-5 82 60 0.5 10 1243.88 118.24 27858.1 7.87 39.01 9.55 222.10

veryhigh-5-mi-60-5 82 60 0.5 10 1598.36 194.72 27859.7 7.86 39.01 9.53 221.65

veryhigh-5-fi 82 60 0.5 10 12.48 — 27984.8 7.76 38.54 9.02 209.92

veryhigh-5-mi 82 60 0.5 10 33190.40 — 28373.5 7.45 37.97 9.00 209.48

medium-1-mi-10-5 40 60 0.5 10 6.60 0.89 13953.9 7.16 37.42 10.41 242.07

medium-1-mi-15-5 40 60 0.5 10 13.24 1.84 13437.7 8.02 39.03 9.57 222.68

medium-1-mi-20-5 40 60 0.5 10 17.75 2.02 14025.0 7.08 37.11 9.33 217.08

medium-1-mi-25-5 40 60 0.5 10 40.60 4.62 14599.8 6.14 35.73 8.47 197.15

medium-1-mi-30-5 40 60 0.5 10 69.15 13.55 14853.1 5.73 35.06 8.04 186.98

medium-1-mi-35-5 40 60 0.5 10 92.81 10.44 14873.1 5.70 35.01 8.11 188.63

medium-1-mi-40-5 40 60 0.5 10 128.48 16.47 14861.2 5.72 35.04 8.10 188.34

medium-1-mi-45-5 40 60 0.5 10 159.26 15.61 14873.2 5.70 35.01 8.13 189.04

medium-1-mi-50-5 40 60 0.5 10 230.13 33.35 14759.5 5.88 35.25 8.21 190.91

medium-1-mi-55-5 40 60 0.5 10 273.36 24.37 14759.1 5.90 35.30 7.80 181.45

medium-1-mi-60-5 40 60 0.5 10 290.58 28.43 14759.5 5.88 35.25 8.29 192.74

medium-1-fi 40 60 0.5 10 2.43 — 13448.7 8.03 38.89 8.62 200.43

medium-1-mi 40 60 0.5 10 1279.52 — 14880.8 5.68 34.99 8.13 189.11

medium-2-mi-10-5 36 60 0.5 10 5.88 0.91 11617.8 8.93 40.69 10.58 246.15

medium-2-mi-15-5 36 60 0.5 10 18.16 2.21 11087.6 9.93 42.95 11.01 256.05

medium-2-mi-20-5 36 60 0.5 10 22.79 3.29 11977.4 8.32 39.50 8.73 203.17

medium-2-mi-25-5 36 60 0.5 10 38.41 4.78 12781.0 6.86 36.99 8.40 195.41

medium-2-mi-30-5 36 60 0.5 10 64.68 7.90 12782.1 6.89 36.96 7.75 180.32

medium-2-mi-35-5 36 60 0.5 10 98.55 10.12 12771.5 6.88 36.88 8.31 193.35

medium-2-mi-40-5 36 60 0.5 10 128.50 11.39 12951.8 6.55 36.40 8.06 187.55

medium-2-mi-45-5 36 60 0.5 10 163.13 13.93 12866.0 6.71 36.66 8.37 194.69

medium-2-mi-50-5 36 60 0.5 10 203.08 18.65 12905.5 6.64 36.53 8.38 195.01

medium-2-mi-55-5 36 60 0.5 10 219.25 19.78 12985.4 6.49 36.24 8.45 196.58

medium-2-mi-60-5 36 60 0.5 10 270.11 24.80 12978.1 6.51 36.30 8.64 200.96

medium-2-fi 36 60 0.5 10 2.11 — 12383.0 7.59 38.18 8.49 197.46

(Continues)
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TABLE A2 Continued

Comp. time
MILP

Max
MILP

Obj.
MILP

Waiting
time

Arrival
time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars T (s) 𝒅t L (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

medium-2-mi 36 60 0.5 10 2142.09 — 13239.1 6.02 35.34 8.33 193.67

medium-3-mi-10-5 44 60 0.5 10 5.62 0.82 15068.7 7.66 38.28 10.48 243.71

medium-3-mi-15-5 44 60 0.5 10 11.55 1.43 15238.6 7.44 37.91 10.24 238.27

medium-3-mi-20-5 44 60 0.5 10 23.98 4.17 15325.5 7.31 37.74 9.38 218.23

medium-3-mi-25-5 44 60 0.5 10 56.72 6.48 15679.0 6.80 36.79 8.71 202.62

medium-3-mi-30-5 44 60 0.5 10 91.79 9.81 16125.4 6.13 35.62 8.13 189.11

medium-3-mi-35-5 44 60 0.5 10 117.88 10.40 16179.8 6.05 35.48 8.26 192.23

medium-3-mi-40-5 44 60 0.5 10 165.72 15.60 16396.6 5.73 35.02 8.06 187.54

medium-3-mi-45-5 44 60 0.5 10 200.70 23.07 16396.6 5.73 35.02 8.02 186.48

medium-3-mi-50-5 44 60 0.5 10 254.61 26.65 16290.9 5.89 35.21 8.19 190.51

medium-3-mi-55-5 44 60 0.5 10 283.24 22.77 16396.0 5.74 35.04 7.57 176.17

medium-3-mi-60-5 44 60 0.5 10 380.64 30.54 16286.0 5.89 35.24 8.26 192.09

medium-3-fi 44 60 0.5 10 2.91 — 14605.0 8.40 39.81 8.95 208.19

medium-3-mi 44 60 0.5 10 3764.31 — 16405.7 5.72 35.00 8.06 187.56

medium-4-mi-10-5 31 60 0.5 10 5.46 0.69 9534.5 9.92 43.56 10.98 255.39

medium-4-mi-15-5 31 60 0.5 10 9.38 1.82 10295.4 8.40 39.82 10.40 241.89

medium-4-mi-20-5 31 60 0.5 10 14.27 2.24 10487.3 8.00 39.14 9.59 223.21

medium-4-mi-25-5 31 60 0.5 10 34.79 3.43 10653.8 7.65 38.24 9.30 216.30

medium-4-mi-30-5 31 60 0.5 10 44.57 5.26 11023.4 6.88 37.09 8.28 192.62

medium-4-mi-35-5 31 60 0.5 10 72.37 7.27 11146.7 6.61 36.56 8.14 189.34

medium-4-mi-40-5 31 60 0.5 10 99.65 15.14 11191.4 6.52 36.36 8.24 191.71

medium-4-mi-45-5 31 60 0.5 10 117.18 11.85 11329.5 6.24 35.94 8.13 189.05

medium-4-mi-50-5 31 60 0.5 10 133.11 19.12 11345.8 6.22 35.91 7.84 182.27

medium-4-mi-55-5 31 60 0.5 10 171.34 18.08 11352.0 6.19 35.84 7.94 184.80

medium-4-mi-60-5 31 60 0.5 10 221.85 23.96 11364.8 6.16 35.79 8.01 186.24

medium-4-fi 31 60 0.5 10 1.78 — 10874.8 7.19 37.77 8.21 191.01

medium-4-mi 31 60 0.5 10 242.81 — 11513.9 5.83 35.12 7.98 185.55

medium-5-mi-10-5 40 60 0.5 10 6.45 0.72 13460.0 7.98 38.73 10.38 241.50

medium-5-mi-15-5 40 60 0.5 10 11.49 1.64 13606.5 7.76 38.41 10.15 236.19

medium-5-mi-20-5 40 60 0.5 10 18.73 2.30 13908.4 7.27 37.64 9.28 215.95

medium-5-mi-25-5 40 60 0.5 10 38.41 4.99 14390.0 6.49 36.27 8.40 195.39

medium-5-mi-30-5 40 60 0.5 10 68.07 8.93 14458.2 6.38 36.10 7.99 185.93

medium-5-mi-35-5 40 60 0.5 10 110.18 14.53 14480.3 6.34 36.03 8.06 187.44

medium-5-mi-40-5 40 60 0.5 10 134.68 15.03 14332.3 6.60 36.54 7.63 177.39

medium-5-mi-45-5 40 60 0.5 10 186.90 17.88 14319.9 6.60 36.53 8.15 189.54

medium-5-mi-50-5 40 60 0.5 10 206.25 19.74 14258.3 6.70 36.74 8.11 188.64

medium-5-mi-55-5 40 60 0.5 10 270.38 27.75 14436.9 6.41 36.25 8.24 191.72

medium-5-mi-60-5 40 60 0.5 10 303.01 36.25 14436.4 6.41 36.24 8.28 192.51

medium-5-fi 40 60 0.5 10 2.16 — 13463.2 8.01 39.14 8.71 202.52

medium-5-mi 40 60 0.5 10 723.50 — 14747.6 5.90 35.16 8.21 191.08
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TABLE A3 Computational results on the moving-horizon approach

T 𝒅t L
Comp.
time MILP

Max
MILP Obj. MILP

Waiting
time

Arrival
time Fuel CO2

Name #Cars (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (m) (s) (s) (l/100 km) (g/km)

veryhigh-1-mi 75 60 0.5 10 296.43 91.75 25560.6 7.88 38.90 8.99 209.14

veryhigh-2-mi 89 60 0.5 10 290.38 83.28 30633.8 7.68 38.52 9.01 209.57

veryhigh-3-mi 91 60 0.5 10 277.84 74.13 31261.8 7.74 38.65 9.46 220.10

veryhigh-4-mi 83 60 0.5 10 265.27 61.87 28195.4 7.93 39.02 9.43 219.39

veryhigh-5-mi 82 60 0.5 10 232.94 55.72 27489.1 8.15 39.48 9.39 218.44

high-1-mi 64 60 0.5 10 219.21 60.55 22163.9 7.54 38.27 8.75 203.45

high-2-mi 49 60 0.5 10 120.11 35.25 17191.6 7.20 37.56 8.86 206.01

high-3-mi 59 60 0.5 10 139.83 44.45 20330.3 7.56 38.36 8.54 198.63

high-4-mi 68 60 0.5 10 222.27 74.8 23624.1 7.40 38.05 8.77 204.11

high-5-mi 63 60 0.5 10 154.96 37.41 21756.7 7.51 38.34 8.78 204.28

medium-1-mi 40 60 0.5 10 79.42 17.49 14867.3 5.71 35.05 8.06 187.40

medium-2-mi 36 60 0.5 10 57.83 13.15 12941.5 6.57 36.46 8.15 189.57

medium-3-mi 44 60 0.5 10 165.11 65.95 16171.2 6.07 35.50 8.17 190.12

medium-4-mi 31 60 0.5 10 51.32 12.68 10856.2 7.21 37.63 8.12 188.96

medium-5-mi 40 60 0.5 10 71.49 18.55 14480.3 6.34 36.03 8.02 186.67

small-1-mi 23 60 0.5 10 21.34 5.23 8803.14 4.99 33.79 7.17 166.79

small-2-mi 14 60 0.5 10 9.56 3.07 5506.95 4.21 32.50 7.15 166.37

small-3-mi 21 60 0.5 10 31.58 12.33 7578.9 6.32 35.89 7.45 173.34

small-4-mi 23 60 0.5 10 33.25 8.43 8348.02 6.26 35.89 7.66 178.27

small-5-mi 23 60 0.5 10 21.51 4.8 9233.68 3.90 32.03 7.31 169.99

geom. mean veryhigh-mi 83.8063 60 0.5 10 271.60 72.13 28551.24 7.8743 38.9126 9.2536 215.272

geom. mean high-mi 60.2304 60 0.5 10 166.20 48.40 20893.49 7.4408 38.1148 8.73934 203.281

geom. mean medium-mi 37.9356 60 0.5 10 77.42 20.44 13736.71 6.36038 36.1232 8.10381 188.539

geom. mean small-mi 20.4506 60 0.5 10 21.51 6.04 7770.03 5.03672 33.9809 7.34557 170.895

Note: The prediction horizon was set to 20 s and the sampling period to 7.5 s.


